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DORSEY & WHITNEY LEVERAGES TECHLAW’S INTERNATIONAL MEMBERS

Almost concurrently, Nelson Dong, a senior partner in the Seattle, Washington 
office of Dorsey & Whitney, found himself urgently needing local law and 
government regulatory assistance for two clients, one with issues in Korea and 
another with a transaction in Israel. As he frequently does, Nelson solved both 
needs by turning to his trusted TechLaw colleagues in those two nations, Yulchon 
in Korea and Meitar Liquornik Geva & Leshem Brandwein in Israel.

In Korea, Nelson’s U.S. based client faced a potential government investigation 
concerning anonymously alleged improprieties for its services rendered to a 
Korean manufacturer. After discussions with Nelson, Young-Hill Liew, head of 
Yulchon’s technology law group, responded immediately with the assistance of 
his firm’s outstanding regulatory compliance group, led by Tae Hyeon Kim, a 
senior partner and formerly one of Korea’s most admired and respected senior 
prosecutors. The Yulchon legal team was able to confirm the U.S. client had not 
acted improperly and then worked with the relevant Korean government officials 
to close out the case without incident or publicity.

In Israel, Nelson’s U.S. based client was engaged in an acquisition of an Israeli 
technology company that had certain products capable of military applications, 
and so needed to coordinate the acquisition with bilateral compliance measures to 
meet the requirements of both U.S. and Israeli export control laws. Under extreme 
time pressure, David Mirchin, head of Meitar’s Technology Transactions Group, 
and his partner Yuval Sasson were able to provide the U.S. client with a crisp and 
detailed roadmap of Israeli export control statutes and regulations and on-the-
ground management of the national security issues raised by the transaction. (The 
Meitar firm also has been subsequently retained by the same U.S. company for 
other assignments in Israel.)

Nelson noted, “Dorsey itself is a global law firm but clearly cannot always provide 
such legal service everywhere. In these two cases, our client requirements dictated 
extreme discretion, high responsiveness and deep technical expertise in other 
countries. I never hesitated to draw upon the TechLaw network so I could quickly 
secure the best local professional support possible for our American clients in 
Korea and Israel. I knew I could trust Yulchon and Meitar because I know and 
respect Young-Hill and David. Our clients were extremely pleased with the results 
in each case.”
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